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Think you might be paying too much for small parcel shipments?
Want to improve your rates without spending an outrageous amount?
ParcelLogix can help. ParcelLogix is the leading provider of affordable UPS®, FedEx®,
& DHL Express® small parcel benchmarking services. We identify the pricing that you
deserve and help make those rates, YOUR rates.
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WHAT WE DO: We help you reduce your shipping costs by providing highly affordable
small parcel price benchmarking. We identify what you should be paying for every single
shipment versus what you are paying. We then help position you to negotiate with your
carrier(s) to get the pricing that you deserve, not the pricing the carriers say you deserve.
OUR PRICING: Simply put, our pricing is the best in the industry. There are no lengthy
or onerous contracts and you won’t pay a percentage of savings for a period of years.
Pricing starts as low as $4,995. In short, we offer industry-leading results at a fraction
of the price of other options.
OUR EXPERIENCE: Our team comes from the major global carriers. We review and price
hundreds of small parcel pricing agreements every year. We know what the market will
bear and can leverage this knowledge to reduce your current small parcel expenses.
OUR TECHNOLOGY: Our proprietary benchmarking software, derived from an ever-growing
database of thousands of shipment profiles, measures your data against the carriers’ key
cost-drivers to determine appropriate pricing for every single shipment, including accessorial charges, minimum charges and dimensional weight.
WHAT WE OFFER: More money in your pocket by delivering a best-in-class benchmarking
product at a reasonable cost. Our products are designed with our customers’ needs and
budgets in mind. Visit us at ParcelLogix.com or call us at 800.471.2310 to determine
the right package for you.
If you are looking to save thousands on your company's small parcel shipping expenses, look
no further than ParcelLogix. You simply will not find a more capable and more affordable
option in the marketplace. Mention this ad for a 20% discount and a free initial analysis - good
towards any service. We look forward to exceeding your expectations.
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